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PUBLISHER’S
FOREWORD

It is clear from the first four volumes of the RA Collection that Chinese export porcelain
lies at the heart of Renato de Albuquerque’s collection, both in terms of number of
pieces and its relevance to this particular field, a collection considered to be one
of the most representative of its kind.
But the collector’s interests go well beyond Chinese porcelains and expand into
the wider field of cross-cultural works of art, to which volumes V and VI are dedicated.
These two volumes focus on pieces that, like Chinese export porcelain, were created
as a result of the meeting of cultures. These works of art are mostly hybrid, made
of different materials and from different regions. They add a wider dimension to the
overall collection, providing context and a window onto a fascinating period of history
that started in the early 15th century and spanned the best part of half a millennium.
Volume VI covers works of art from Africa, India, Sri Lanka, China (non-porcelain
objects) and Japan, relevant to the collection’s aim of being as comprehensive as
possible in representing what was being produced in these regions contemporaneously
with the production of porcelains in China.
Volume V on the other hand is more focused, entirely dedicated to Chinese
enamel on copper, a field directly inter-related with Chinese porcelain. Not only
were enamel on copper pieces produced in parallel with Chinese porcelain during
the 18th century but some of the production most probably took place in the same
workshops and by the same artists. With so few world class collections of enamel on
copper in existence – exceptions include those of museums such as the Hermitage in
St Petersburg, the Palace Museum in Beijing and the National Palace in Taiwan – Renato
de Albuquerque’s collection has become one of the references in a field that is crucial
to the understanding of the overall production of Chinese export wares.
This volume follows in the tradition of the first four, in so far as Renato de
Albuquerque’s quest to continue to share his collection with the wider public,
while keeping to a strict criterion for acquisitions, ensuring that it can serve
as a source for the study and furthering of knowledge in the field.
It has now been over twenty years since we began working on the publishing of the first
three volumes of the RA Collection, fascinating years in which we have been privileged
to witness the collection’s steady development into one of the world’s finest collections
in its field. Being part of this project has been a most interesting and rewarding experience
and a special privilege for us. We are grateful to Renato de Albuquerque and his family
for the continued trust bestowed upon us for the publishing of yet another volume of
this remarkable collection.
Luísa Vinhais
Jorge Welsh
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3. TRAYS (TWO)

no. 1068A) is lacquered in black, while the

period); and Yang Guifei (719–756) of the

other (inv. no. 1034A) is enamelled in white

Tang dynasty],1 who was sent by Emperor

and the edge of the rim is left exposed.

Yuan, for political reasons, to marry a nomad
from north-eastern China, Xiongnu, Chanyu

Copper decorated in famille
rose enamels and gold
China, Qing dynasty,
Qianlong period (1736–1795)
Inv. no. 1034A: H. 2.8 cm L. 80 cm W. 52 cm
Inv. no. 1068A: H. 3.0 cm L. 81.5 cm W. 51.1 cm
Inv. nos. 1034A and 1068A

The centre of one tray (1034A) is decorated

Huhanye. Wang Zhaojun is usually portrayed

with a landscape with high mountains, rocks,

on horseback en route to her betrothed,

trees and a river, and in the foreground several

bearing a pear-shaped stringed instrument

carefully painted figures: on the left, two men,

known as a pipa. This subject matter also

dressed in long fur-lined robes and hats

appears on ceramics, such as a 13th-century

adorned with peacock feathers, one wearing

Cizhou stoneware pillow in the British

a long white beard and holding a long pipe,

Museum, London (inv. no. AO 1936.10-12.165);2

stand next to two horses decked in trappings,

a porcelain dish in the Victoria and Albert

and on the right, is a lady with four attendants,

Museum, London;3 and a pitcher decorated

all elegantly dressed and with elaborate

with a lady on horseback carrying

coiffures. The lady is sitting on a tree trunk

a pipa in the former Hodroff collection.4

Two large, shallow, rectangular trays, each

while her attendants are standing, holding

with a concave bracket-lobed rim and a flat

objects that include a dagger, a red lidded

The other tray (inv. no. 1068A) displays,

base, decorated in famille rose enamels and

vase and a wrapped stringed instrument,

in the centre, a hunting scene filled with

gold on a white ground. The central scene in

possibly a pipa.

movement: in the background, a riverside

both objects is framed by a foliate scroll in two

landscape with mountains and gorge, a few

shades of blue, and a further frame of green

The scene depicted on this tray may be related

bushes and four trees; in the foreground, on

foliage scrolls and flowers in shades of pink

to the story of Wang Zhaojun, a princess of the

the right, a young man dressed in pink and

and blue on a yellow ground. The sides are

Han dynasty (206 BC–AD 220) and one of the

wearing a hat, riding a brown spotted horse

filled entirely with a black scrolling pattern

‘four beauties’ of ancient China [Xi Shi (ca.

with blue saddle-cloth with brown border,

with round medallions containing a stylised

7 –6 century BC, Spring and Autumn period);

and a blue bridle, holding a whip in his right

dragon, interrupted by six lobed panels

Wang Zhaojun (ca. 1st century BC, Western

hand and the reins in his left; a quiver with

reserved on a white ground with flowers

Han dynasty); Diaochan (ca. 3 century

arrows hangs from his belt on the right side,

and fruits. The underside of one tray (inv.

AD, Late Eastern Han / Three Kingdoms

and on the left side hangs another with a bow.
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4. TRAY

Copper decorated in
white and blue enamels
China, Qing dynasty,
Qianlong period (1736–1795)
H. 2.5 cm Ø 59 cm
Inv. no. 1043A

Large circular tray with curved sides and

produced in precious metals were among

PUBLISHED IN

a 12-lobed rim, decorated with blue enamel

containers used for the table, and date back

Jorge Welsh (ed.), 2015, pp. 229–31, no. 57

on a white ground. The centre is painted

to ancient times. In the 17 century dishes

with a Chinese seascape with tall rocks

were generally round, deep and sparsely

and buildings on both banks, connected

decorated, but in the 18th century they

by a narrow bridge. Two small figures can

diversified, becoming distinguished by

be seen exiting a walled building and three

a great variety of straight, undulated,

more are on the shore, while high mountains

outlined or framed rims.1

th

1

Gruber, 1982, pp. 125–28.

2

Beijing, 2011, p. 256, no. 197.

3

Gillingham, 1978, p. 62, no. 71.

4

Chen, 1999, p. 259, no. 138.

rise in the distance. The scene is enclosed
by interlaced arabesques, fruit, including

Copper pieces enamelled in blue and white

pomegranate, and stylised flowers, and the

are more unusual than those in polychrome.

cavetto is painted with a blue border of foliate

There is a blue and white enamelled copper

scrolls and lotus flower heads. Each lobe of

vase painted with lions in the Palace Museum

the rim is decorated with a panel containing

in Beijing,2 and Gillingham illustrated a

flowers and fruit, including peonies, gourds

small fan-shaped side dish decorated with

and ‘Buddha’s hand’ citrons. On the exterior,

a landscape scene and a poem.3 There is a

there are four floral compositions on the rim

dish in the National Palace Museum in Taipei,4

and, on the base, a spray of two large pieces

and the British Museum, London, owns a

of fruit, stylised flowers and foliage.

teapot (inv. no. 1973.0227.1.a) and a lidded
bowl painted with a poem written by Emperor

This kind of large dish was used for serving

Qianlong in 1746, entitled Sanqing cha, or

or for display on sideboards. Dishes and cups

‘Three Purity Tea’ (inv. no. 1969.1107.1a-b).
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10. SAUCER DISH

Copper decorated in
polychrome enamels
China, Qing dynasty,
Qianlong period (1736–1795)
H. 3.6 cm Ø 21.5 cm
Inv. no. 1183A

A circular copper saucer dish with shallow
cavetto, standing on a small foot and decorated

The dragon is one of the four divine animals
(sixiang 四象) in Chinese mythology and

The composition appears to be inspired
by contemporary imperial textiles, namely

is ranked first among mythical beasts. It is

embroidered rank badges (fig. 73). From 1652,

An eight-lappet medallion at the centre

identified by nine attributes taken from nine

all civilian and military officials were required

encloses a four-clawed, front-facing dragon

different animals: the head of a camel, horns

to wear rank badges, displayed on dark

among billowing clouds and flames. The

of a deer, eyes of a rabbit, ears of a cow, neck

overcoats. In the Ming and Qing dynasties,

medallion is set on a pink pattern of tiny

of a snake, belly of a frog, scales of a carp,

the imperial nobility wore round badges

flowerheads with a yellow centre. The rim is

claws of a hawk, and palm of a tiger. As such,

(representing heaven) decorated with dragons.

decorated with a border of lotus scroll studded

dragons are believed to symbolise the benefits

with pink bats alternating with pink blooms

of protection conferred by supreme powers.

reserved on a yellow ground, and with a second

They are often paired with clouds and waves,

border of black scrolls on a turquoise ground.

a tradition begun in the Song dynasty, to

Three further dragons partly hidden by clouds

underscore their water-giving powers.

with polychrome enamels on a white ground.

1

Similar to the four-clawed dragon (mang

蟒), which took a front-facing position when
appearing as a ceremonial state symbol on

courtly robes, the animal on this saucer dish

decorate the exterior of the rim, while the base

is paired with several attributes that convey

shows a blue phoenix medallion against a white

auspicious messages. Dragons paired with bats

ground. The copper rim and foot ring are left

became especially popular during the Qianlong

exposed.

period, as they took advantage of two puns:
bats (fu 蝠) for good fortune (fu 福), and

dragons (long 龙) for prosperity (long 隆 is

the same character in the emperor’s name).
A slightly larger dish (ø 26.2 cm) decorated
with a similar composition is in the British
Museum, London (inv. 1913,1220.163).
Further comparable dishes, with a key-fret
band around the cavetto, are in the State
Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg,2 and

the Victoria and Albert Museum, London
(inv. 4937-1901), among other collections.

1

Welch, 2008, p. 123.

2

Arapova, 1988, no. 82.

FIG. 73

Badge (Lizi) of the Imperial Prince with Dragon
China, late Ming dynasty (1368–1644), mid-17th century
Silk satin with silk and metallic thread embroidery
11 7/8 × 11 7/8 in. (30.16 × 30.16 cm)
LOS ANGELES COUNTY MUSEUM OF ART,
GIFT OF MISS CARLOTTA MABURY (M.49.6.8)
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Triangular dish and lid, both with bevelled

One side of the triangular rim is decorated

corners and scalloped rims, in contiguous

with a banner showing the surname

bracket lobes. The deep dish has flat sides

‘SALDANHA’ in grisaille, while on the other

opening towards the flat rim. The bracket-

sides are two vignettes, one with a seascape

shaped exterior of the high-domed cover

with a fisherman, ships and fort, and the other

is surmounted by a carved wood finial. Both

with a hunting scene. These alternate with

dish and cover are decorated in famille rose

colourful floral garlands with elaborate bows at

China, Qing dynasty, Qianlong
period (1736–1795), ca. 1765

enamels, in various shades of pink, green,

the ends, enclosing the syllables that comprise

Dish L. 28 cm W. 26 cm
Cover H. 16 cm
L. 25.5 cm W. 24 cm

yellow, orangey iron-red, blue, aubergine,

the surname ‘DE AL│BU│QUER│QUE’.

white, sepia and gold on a white ground.

The underside is coated in white enamel.

13. DISH AND COVER

Copper decorated in famille
rose enamels and gold

Inv. no. 1032A

The centre of the dish is decorated with
a hare leg reserved on a round medallion

The decoration in the interior of the dish

of green and yellow vegetables, enclosed by

is repeated on the exterior of the lid: a border

a wreath with fruit and foliage and intertwined

with fruit on foliage surrounding the finial,

by four bows with undulating gilt ribbons.

a medallion with hare leg on the shoulder,

The wreath is surrounded by animal pairs, one

and groups of vegetables, fish, fruit, birds,

of hares, another of different fish, a third of

hares and foliage, all above a further shell and

ducks, and a fourth of two fish, displayed on

foliage border. On the lower part of the lid, the

green vegetables, alternating with bunches

inscriptions with the floral garlands and pink

of carrots and cucumbers, turnips, endives,

ribbons around the base are replaced by bows

grapes, melons, and others, all within an

and the word ‘ALBUQUERQUE’. The interior is

elaborate border with shell motifs and foliage

coated in white enamel and the copper edges

in the cavetto. The flat upper side of the rim

of the dish and cover are left exposed.

is painted at the top with the arms attributed
to Gaspar de Saldanha e Albuquerque, Canon

The correct heraldic description of the coat

of the Holy Patriarchal Basilica of Lisbon,

of arms of Gaspar de Saldanha e Albuquerque,

consisting of the following coat of arms: on

Canon of the Holy Patriarchal Basilica of

a baroque cartouche Or, a French shield per

Lisbon, is: party per pale: I – Albuquerque

pale: I – quarterly, 1st and 4th gules, a saltire

(modern) – quarterly: 1st and 4th Portugal

azure charged with five escutcheons? argent;

(ancient); 2nd and 3rd – gules, five fleurs-

2nd and 3rd gules, five fleurs-de-lys argent;

de-lys Or; II – Saldanha – gules, a tower

II – gules, a tower argent. Coronet Or,

argent, masoned, voided and domed azure,

ornamented with precious stones, ending in 16

surmounted by a cross Or. County coronet

points, of which only nine are visible, the lateral

with 16 pearls, nine visible. Crest: an eagle

ones displayed in profile. Crest: a semi-eagle

displayed sable, holding a key Or in its beak

displayed argent. The whole is surmounted by

(Bobadilha).2

an Episcopal hat with a pendent cord and six
tassels per side, placed 1, 2, 3, all argent.1
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27. JUG AND COVER
Copper decorated
in polychrome enamels
China, Qing dynasty,
Qianlong period (1736–1795)
H. 26 cm L. 20 cm W. 13 cm
Inv. no. 1194A

A cylindrical jug with a triangular spout

The exterior of the body shows a continuous

and, at the top there is a large pink flowerhead

and curved handle, surmounted by a domed

scene where three old men sitting under

with two rows of petals inside a dark-blue

cover connected to the handle by a bridge. The

a pine tree are engaged in a conversation,

medallion with ruyi-shaped branches edged

handle is made in two parts joined vertically;

while admiring a piece of unwritten, unpainted

in white. A small cluster of vine leaves, tendrils,

it sprouts at the top from a stylised, moulded

marked piece of paper or cloth. Next to them

prunus blossom, and fruit decorates the base

mask, and ends in an upturned, bifurcated

rests a pile of books bound in red, a green vase

of the jug. The copper rims, upper part of the

terminal. The jug and cover are decorated

containing peacock feathers and branches

spout and bridge are left exposed, and the

with polychrome enamels, including shades

of red coral, and various smaller red pots.

cover is topped with a gilt metal finial of

of pink, brown, green, yellow, blue, and black,

Another old man accompanied by a young

a later date.

on a white enamel ground, which is visible

attendant approaches the group from the

on the base and interior of the jug and cover.

right, walking over a wooden bridge that

Chinese copper jugs of this type appear to

crosses a pale-blue river. A further attendant

be always decorated with Chinese narrative

approaches them from the left. The handle

scenes. A similar covered jug with a different

and spout are decorated with a dense scrolling

scene is in the State Hermitage Museum,

pattern in blue and white, with the moulded

in St Petersburg.1 The same museum also has

mask at the top of the handle painted in pink

a jug of this shape with its body split into two

and green. The domed cover shows a lively

sections,2 and other cylindrical jugs decorated

pattern of stylised green foliage and pink

with narrative scenes set within panels around

chrysanthemums on a pale-yellow ground;

the body.3

160 ENTRIES

1

Arapova, 1988, no. 8 [11].

2

Arapova, 1988, no. 7 [14].

3

Arapova, 1988, no. 5 [9] and 6 [10].
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